Registration Information
General Interest courses are for adults, 18 years of age and older. For information
regarding online classes and to view the Online Classes-FAQs please visit learn4life.

Important dates!
Summer 2021
Registration opens:
Wednesday, May 19, 2021

Classes begin:
Mon, July 5, 2021

Registration is online!

There is no registration via mail, telephone, or fax. Only online registration is available
at this time, and where special considerations must be made, via email. Visit learn4life
and use your Visa or MasterCard to pay. Note, the payment system will not accept VISA
Debit or MasterCard Debit at this time. Learners accessing the subsidized rate will be
required to provide supporting documentation, as per usual practice, in order to register
for a course. Please email documents to communityprograms@tdsb.on.ca along with
the completed registration form with payment information.
We hope you’ll join us!

Payment

Registration will be online. Use your
VISA or MasterCard to pay. Note, the payment system will not accept VISA Debit or
MasterCard Debit at this time.
Learners accessing the subsidized rate will be required to provide supporting
documentation, as per usual practice, in order to register for a course. Please email
documents to communityprograms@tdsb.on.ca
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along with the completed registration form with payment information.
A GAINS certificate or Social Assistance document is required to qualify for the subsidy
rate plus material fees. A current copy must be submitted with the application form to
support this request. Some documents may be required to be submitted every term.
This reduced rate applies to course fees only and is limited to one course per term.
Recent changes may affect how dependents of Ontario Works recipients, confirm their
eligibility for the subsidized rate. Dependents over the age of 18 who would like to
register for a course must be listed on your Drug Benefit Eligibility Card. If you do not
have this card, a letter from the Social Assistance office confirming the dependent will
be required in order to register.
Seniors (65 and over) receive a 40%
discount on course fees. All fees include HST.

Material Fees

Material fees are collected centrally at time of registration. No discounts apply.

Cancelled courses

A minimum number of registrants is required for a class to run. The Toronto District
School
Board (TDSB) has the right to make the final decision to open or close a class, or to
revise the fee structure.

If a course does not meet the enrollment minimum, and is therefore cancelled, every
effort will be made to accommodate you in another course. If there is no other course
which is satisfactory to you, you will receive a full refund.

Withdrawals, Refunds and Credits
Summer Refund Policy:
There are no withdrawals, refunds, credits,
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or transfers after the first class.

Computer Requirements
For troubleshooting help:

Google Meet, please visit support.google.com and search “Requirements for Using”.
Zoom, please visit support

Course Categories (Click on the category to go to the section):
Art

Business and Finance
Communications
Computers
Dance
Fitness and Wellness
Food
Handiwork
Languages
Music
Theatre, Film & TV
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Art
Online Acrylic Painting-Beginner
Explore your individual creative expression through an understanding of basic
techniques used in acrylic painting. Step by step demonstrations will outline the painting
process from start to finish; including preparation of canvas, colour composition and
mixing, choosing painting tools, mixing materials into the paint to achieve various effects
and sealing your artwork. Learners are encouraged to have basic acrylic painting
materials and tools for the first class.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 1pm-4pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $98 ($59sr) PR-1353
Online Anatomy for Artists
This course is designed to give students a basic knowledge of human anatomy as it
relates to art. Using model references and scientific illustrations, students will analyze
bone and muscle structure to supplement artistic skills. Students will examine the
anatomical structure of the human body in order to use the figure as the main means of
expression.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 10am-12pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1355
Online Basic Painting Principles
This online course will teach you basic acrylic painting techniques and general art
principles during four week sessions. Step-by-step demonstration will guide you through
visualizing, composing, colour mixing and harmonizing process. A completed artwork
will be expected at the end of the eight classes.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 6pm-8pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $131 ($79sr) PR-1274
Online Drawing For People Who Can’t Draw
In this online course, we will focus on looking, seeing, form, perspective, composition,
line and shading techniques, and texture. We will draw a variety of subject matter using
pencil, charcoal, conte, pen and ink and coloured pencils.
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*Online Course Offering
Mon 6:30pm-9pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $82 ($49sr) PR-1367
Online Paper Art
Using paper or card as the primary artistic medium for the creation of two or threedimensional shapes or forms. This online course will teach you varied techniques in
different themes, as well as fundamental art principles to support your creativity to
bloom. A detailed step-by-step demo and instruction will be provided. Learners will be
required to prepare for their own materials: construction paper, printing paper, card
stock, scissors, glue, flat brush, watercolour or ink.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 6pm-8:30pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $82 ($49sr) PR-1708

Business and Finance
Investment Planning - Online
In this online course, learn how to take control of your money and build your personal
wealth in this introduction to personal finance and investing. The online course delivers
valuable, practical information in plain language that everyone can understand. Topics
discussed include: create your own personal wealth-building plan, choose the right
financial advisor, pick the best stocks, bonds, mutual funds and exchange-traded funds,
RRSP’s and retirement planning, Tax Free Savings Accounts, reduce the tax you pay
and much more.
*Online Course Offering
Tue 6:30pm-9pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $82 ($49sr) PR-1419
Online Buying Your First Home in The GTA
If you are new in Canada and/or are considering buying your first home in Ontario, this
online workshop will be a help and a tool for you. In this online workshop you will learn
the buying process which has been divided in 6 important steps to simplify the
understanding of basic principles that lead to home ownership and make ‘the most
important financial decision of your life’ a little clearer and a lot less stressful.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 6pm-9pm Jul 8, 2021 1wks $25 ($15sr) PR-1362
Thu 6pm-9pm Jul 29, 2021 1wks $25 ($15sr) PR-1363
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Online Introduction to Condominium Buying and Investing
What’s happening with the condo market in Toronto? Is condo living for me? This online
4 week introductory course is designed to explain and answer these questions. It will
guide you through a condo-buying and selling experience. Whether you are a first time
buyer, a smart sizing empty-nester, or an experienced investor. Learn to analyze the
current condominium market, assess market value of various condominium
communities, and determine potential growth in pre-construction projects.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 7pm-9pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1654
Online Financial Literacy
This online course will provide students with background in financial literacy as it relates
to financial planning, savings and investments. We will examine the relationship
between income, money management, credit and debt and provide tools and resources
to ensure that students comprehend these concepts and are able to apply them to their
everyday routine.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 7pm-8:30pm Jul 6, 2021 8 Classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1279
Online Investing - Online
This online course is an introduction to the world of online investing. We will discuss
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, segregated funds, asset allocation
and portfolio selection in a relaxed setting. You will learn how to access the vast amount
of investing information available online. Try your luck on a simulated stock market. This
course is designed for the beginner investor.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 6:30pm-9pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $82 ($49sr) PR-1380
Online Investment 101 Fundamentals
This introductory course explores the world of online investing. We will discuss stocks,
bonds, mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, segregated funds, asset allocation and
portfolio selection in a relaxed setting. You will also learn about online investing services
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like Discount Brokerages. Learn how to understand the vast amount of investing
information available online and make the best decisions to grow your wealth.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 6:30pm-8:30pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1283
Online Real Estate Buyers, Sellers and Investors
Thinking of buying or selling property? Do you already own your home and now have
dreams of investing in real estate? In this online course, you will learn the critical
elements of buying and selling real estate that will make the transaction a success and
keep you out of trouble. Determine what property to buy that best suits your needs and
where to find it, how to finance and negotiate the transaction, and who are the critical
people you will need to hire as part of your team in helping you ensure success
throughout the entire process. The topics and detail covered will appeal
whether you are a first-time buyer or experienced investor.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 7pm-9pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1285
Online Stock Market Fundamentals
In this online introductory course, you will learn about the Stock Market and make the
best decisions on picking stocks and investing into the market. You will be acquainted
with key stock market terms and will use online platforms like yahoo finance, to learn
important information about Stocks. Learn to invest in Stocks through Mutual funds or
ETS. Buying a diversified investment with hundreds of stocks, is usually the best to
invest your hard earned money. We will also discuss online investing services like
Discount Brokerages.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 6:30pm-8:30pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $131 ($79sr) PR-1287

Communications
Online Creative Writing
Through this online class, learn to craft characters, create mood and structure your work
while letting your language flow. Exercises focus on the creation of character through
which plot is explored. You will work toward creating a strong story. Teacher editorials
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and controlled workshop approaches are used to develop strategies for enhancing each
individual story.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 6pm-7:30pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1275
Online Creative Writing: Memoirs
Through this online course, learn the craft of memoir writing and write your personal life
story that your peers, children or grandchildren have been asking for. You will have the
opportunity to submit pieces of work for class discussion and critique. Discussions
about contemporary memoirs will illustrate a variety of approaches to memoir writing.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 1pm-4pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $98 ($59sr) PR-1366

Computers
Online Microsoft Excel - Data Analysis
You’ve completed Excel-Advanced course. Now challenge yourself with the next logical
step. This course will help you to visualize, analyze and gain
insights from your data using very power tools such as Dashboard, Power Query, Get
Data from Web/Files/Database, and Combine Queries.
*Online Course Offering
Tue 6pm-8pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1707
Online Microsoft Office Fundamentals
In this online introductory class you will learn some of the basics of Microsoft Office
applications, Word, Excel, and Outlook. Learn to create documents, format content,
and use basic functions in each application.
*Online Course Offering
Mon-Fri 9am-12pm Jul 5, 2021 1wks $123 ($73sr) PR-1376
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Dance
Online Ballroom & Latin Dancing-Beginner
Learn the basics of ballroom dancing, including many of the Latin dances. A variety of
dances are covered including: Waltz, Foxtrot, Tango, Swing, Cha-Cha, Rumba and
more. Build on a good foundation of movement, poise and balance. Wear comfortable
shoes. Singles are welcome. A partner is recommended for this class.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 7pm-8:30pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1356
Online Introduction to Egyptian Belly Dancing
In this online introductory class, you will tone your muscles, improve posture and
increase your body awareness while developing grace and body movement. Wear a
leotard, bodysuit, or exercise clothes.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 7pm-9pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1371
Online Introduction to Line Dancing
In this online introductory course, you will learn basic line dance steps and commonly
used cues, as well as popular line dances that are done in social dance settings.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 1pm-2:30pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1290

Fitness and Wellness
Online Aging Backwards with Yoga
If you want to stretch and reboot your muscles and ligaments, and slow down the aging
process, this is the class for you. It is a slower paced yoga, based on Hatha and Yin
yoga and incorporates some of the “Essentrics” techniques, founded by Canadian
expert Miranda Esmonde. This class is designed for all levels, and for people who want
a stretching and strengthening workout. Have your yoga mat and a yoga block is
encouraged to have.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 6pm-7pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1354
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Online Bone Fitness
Improve bone and muscle strength in an online fitness class filled with variety.
Exercises include weight bearing, balance, strength training and proper posture.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 9:30am-10:30am Jul 5, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1357
Wed 6pm-7pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1359
Thu 9:30am-10:30am Jul 8, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1358

Online Fitness
Can’t get motivated on your own? Come to our fitness class and increase your energy
and well-being in a relaxed and social atmosphere! Exercises are designed to improve
flexibility, joint mobility, cardiovascular endurance and muscular strength.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 11am-12pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1370
Online Gentle Fitness
Enjoy an online workout that includes stretching, muscle toning exercises and a variety
of low impact aerobic exercises. Have a towel and light weights.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 9:15am-10:15am Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $66 ($40sr) PR-1280
Online Gentle Yoga
Gentle yoga is a great practice for beginners, and anyone wanting to slow down and
reconnect with their body while calming the mind. The online class is focused on gentle
movements and modifications to help build strength, balance and flexibility while
focusing on breath. Gentle yoga is accessible to all types of students, and is great for
self-care practice.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 6pm-7pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1383
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Online Pilates
Strengthen and tone your body with pilates. Developed by Joseph Pilates in the early
1920’s and utilized by fitness and dance instructors worldwide, pilates focuses on
strength, control, flexibility, fluidity and balance. This online course offers gentle yet
challenging exercise can help sculpt the body through proper breathing and
concentration techniques. Recommended equipment: Exercise mat.
*Online Course Offering
Mon & Wed 7pm-8pm Jul 5, 2021 8 classes $66 ($40sr) PR-1284
Tue & Thu 9:30am-10:30am Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $66 ($40sr) PR-1420
Online Resistance Training Workout
In this online course, learn to improve muscular strength and endurance during this
resistance training workout. Move your limbs against resistance provided by your body
weight, gravity, and bands. All levels welcome. Please have a mat, towel, light weights
1-2 pounds, and elastic bands.
*Online Course Offering
Tue 7pm-8:30pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1421
Online Tai Chi Beginner
Tai Chi is a gentle, non-aerobic exercise designed to improve health and promote
relaxation of body and mind while improving overall strength and flexibility. In this online
course, you will learn warm-up techniques and practice various forms within a routine.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 6pm-7:30pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1423
Tue 2:30pm-4pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1422

Online Tai Chi Intermediate
This online course is a follow-up to the beginner course. You will learn new techniques
and further your practice.
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*Online Course Offering
Tue 12:45pm-2:15pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1425
Wed 6pm-7:30pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1424
Online Yoga Deep Relaxation & Meditation All Levels
Join us online, learn yoga exercises followed by deep relaxation and thought-free
meditation. Reap the benefits of a youthful, restful and balanced lifestyle.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 7:30pm-8:30pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1426
Online Yoga: Chair
Chair yoga is designed for people who may have limited mobility. The warm-up consists
of breathing, stretching, and twisting while seated in a chair. The class then progresses
to standing and balancing positions and may include floor exercises according to the
ability of the participants. A guided relaxation concludes our practice. The benefits of
yoga include improved circulation, range of motion, and an increased overall sense of
well-being.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 9am-10am Jul 5, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1427
Online Yoga: Hatha All Levels
Yoga can be adapted to suit individual levels of flexibility, endurance and strength. Gain
calm and confidence as you learn to harmonize the body and the mind. Please have a
yoga mat.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 9am-10am Jul 8, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1428
Online Yoga: Hatha Beginner
Gain calm and confidence as you learn to harmonize the body and the mind. Explore
breathing exercises and relaxation techniques. Please have a mat or towel.
*Online Course Offering
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Wed 6:30pm-7:30pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1289
Online Yoga: Kundalini All Levels
Kundalini yoga is based on one of the three original schools of yoga. It includes mental,
physical and spiritual aspects of the yoga tradition. Achieve your personal best by way
of active yoga sets that combine postures, breath work, meditation, and deep relaxation.
Includes exercises that promote breast health for prevention and recovery.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 6pm-7:30pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1083
Online Zumba
Learn a new way to work out with easy-to-follow moves and routines. Hypnotic Latin
rhythms help create a dynamic fitness program that will energize, inspire and captivate
you for life! This online course features interval training sessions where fast and slow
rhythms and resistance training are combined to tone and sculpt your body.
*Online Course Offering
Tue 6pm-7pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1429
Online Zumba Gold
Zumba Gold is Zumba for baby boomers. It uses traditional Zumba modified to suit the
needs of the active older generation. It’s also great for those just starting on their
journey to a fit and healthy lifestyle. There is no skimping on the traditional party
atmosphere and the latin rhythms will move you and groove you to a new tune.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 11am-12pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $33 ($20sr) PR-1430

Food
Online Introduction to Baking Cupcakes
Feel a bit intimidated by baking or want to learn more about it? If your answer is
‘YES’! Join this introductory online baking class and learn how to make vanilla
cupcakes from scratch, American style buttercream, and basic piping skills to decorate
your cupcakes. Final price includes a material fee of $5.00 for
materials used by the instructor during the class.
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*Online Course Offering
Mon 6pm-8pm Jul 5, 2021 1wks $21 ($15sr) PR-1281
Online Introduction to Baking Quick Breads
Come join our online class and bake along with the instructor. Make delicious scones
and muffins. These yummy treats are perfect with coffee/tea. Spruce up your breakfast
plate by adding any one of these breads along any style egg dish! Final price includes
a material fee of $5.00 for materials used by the instructor during the class.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 6pm-8pm Jul 7, 2021 1wks $21 ($15sr) PR-1282
Online Introduction to Mediterranean Cooking
In this introductory 4 week course, learn
about the flavours and ingredients Mediterranean cuisine has to offer. We
will prepare classic dishes, appetizers and desserts. Simple modifications can make
many dishes vegetarian and/or gluten free. Final price includes a material fee of $10.00
for cost of materials used by the instructor during the class.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 6pm-9pm Jul 5, 2021 4wks $108 ($69sr) PR-1375
Online International Cuisine
In this 4-week online cooking journey, join us for a trip around the world by experiencing
a variety of international cuisine! Prepare appetizers, main courses, and desserts from
a different country each week. Final price includes a material fee of $10.00 for cost of
materials used by the instructor during the class.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 6pm-9pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $108 ($69sr) PR-1364
Online Pizza Making Workshop
In this 2-hour workshop you will learn how to make a basic pizza dough and pizza
sauce from scratch. Final price includes a material fee of $5.00 for cost of materials
used by the instructor during the class.
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*Online Course Offering
Wed 6pm-8pm Jul 14, 2021 1wks $21 ($15sr) PR-1288
Online Signature Salads Workshop
As summer arrives, add some delicious salads to your dietary menus. This online
course offers a variety of recipes that incorporate proteins, nuts and/or seeds, and
vegetables. You will also learn to create dressings from scratch. Final price includes a
material fee of $5.00 for cost of materials used by the instructor during the class.
*Online Course Offering
Mon 6pm-8pm Jul 12, 2021 1wks $21 ($15sr) PR-1286

Handiwork
Online Introduction to Woodworking
In this beginner online course, you will learn about the safety in woodworking applicable
to individual tools and
equipment. Typical woodworking joints will be demonstrated that are used in fine wood
woodworking and renovation
around the home. Detailed explanation with demonstrations will be provided for the
materials, moisture content, and relative humidity. The sourcing of project materials will
also be reviewed in detail. Typical project construction will be demonstrated. This will be
an open discussion platform where the instructor will demonstrate student requests.
*Online Course Offering
Tue 6pm-9pm Jul 6, 2021 4wks $98 ($59sr) PR-1379

Languages
Online Essential French
Bonjour! Please join us online for summer sessions of fun as you set off on your French
adventure. You will learn introductory key vocabulary and structures that will allow you
to have authentic conversations in everyday situations. You will read and understand
basic text by applying simple strategies and your new knowledge. We will enjoy a
popular French song together at the end of each class. C’est bon, n’est-ce pas?
*Online Course Offering
Mon & Wed 6pm-7:30pm Jul 5, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1276
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Tue & Thu 9:30am-11am Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1368
Online Essential Korean
In this online course, you will learn to read and write Hangul (Korean
alphabet). You will practice reading Hangul a lot to master it during this course.
Grammar points covers saying hello and goodbye, numbers, time and dates and useful
nouns that are frequently used in daily life. The class is delivered using PowerPoint
Slides. The electronic class material and online flashcards are provided including
‘workbook’ for homework.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 6:30pm-8pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1277
Online Essential Spanish
This online course will introduce you
to the basic structure of the language
and will provide you with the practice of some common travelling situations
through examples and dialogues. Online
resources (video clips, podcasts, etc.)
may be used to enhance such practice.
*Online Course Offering
Tue & Thu 2:30pm-4pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes$98 ($59sr) PR-1369
Tue & Thu 6pm-7:30pm Jul 6, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1278
Online Introduction to Italian
In this online introductory course, you learn basic conversational Italian for everyday
situations. Interactive methods are used to develop language skills. We will explore
basic grammar, vocabulary, reading, and conversation. An Italian/English dictionary is
required.
*Online Course Offering
Mon & Wed 7pm-8:30pm Jul 5, 2021 8 classes $98 ($59sr) PR-1374
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Music
Online Introduction to Guitar
This online introductory class is for people with little or no background in playing the
guitar. The following beginner concepts are explored: basic open chords, notation,
strumming, and finger plucking. You are required to have your own acoustic guitar.
*Online Course Offering
Wed 10am-12pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1372
Thu 6:30pm-8:30pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $66 ($40sr) PR-1373
Online Introduction to Piano
This is a course designed for students with no previous playing experience. The focus
will be on the development of basic note reading, dynamics, and rhythmic
concepts. Students must have access to the internet and a keyboard at home.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 1:30pm-3pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1377
Online Building Piano Techniques
This is a course designed for students with some basic playing experience piano. The
focus will be on the development of finger technique when playing the piano. Students
must have access to the internet and a keyboard at home.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 3pm-4:30pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $49 ($29sr) PR-1361

Theatre, Film & TV
Online Cinema Studies: Modern Cinema
Learn about the Modern Cinematic Language based on the analysis of the Films from
the period of ‘Modern Cinema’ - late 1960s and early 1970s, and understand its effects
on the contemporary film language. Learn about the cinematic elements such as the
Composition, Camera Work, Editing, Color, Lights, Sound, Art Direction, Narrative and
Narration, Metaphor, Structure, Characters, Idea, Film Style, and more... to expand your
understanding and appreciation of contemporary film as an art form.
*Online Course Offering
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Wed 6:30pm-9pm Jul 7, 2021 4wks $82 ($49sr) PR-1365
Online Introduction to Screenplay Writing: Dialogue Scenes
Learn to write, analyze, and perform dialogue scenes for both Screenplays and Theatre
Plays, in order to bring to life compelling and truthful dramatic Characters based on
lively, innovative, and interesting Dialogues. The course will focus on analyzing life
events, and practicing writing techniques necessary for Character development,
Character motivation, and Character interpretation (Film Acting), in order to understand
the background ‘forces’ behind the Characters’ actions and speech.
*Online Course Offering
Thu 6:30pm-9pm Jul 8, 2021 4wks $82 ($49sr) PR-1378

Jack Henshaw Award

On behalf of the Continuing Education Department, we are pleased to announce the
recipient of the 2020 Jack Henshaw Award goes to Henry Godzik, an experienced
Learn4Life ballroom and Latin dancing instructor! From the many submissions that were
received, here are just a few of the sentiments sent by his learners:
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“A very knowledgeable and enthusiastic teacher whose humour engages the students,
making the learning experience enjoyable”.

“Even though Henry has taught dance with the TDSB for many years, his approach is
fresh and interesting and he continues to try new things to improve the experience for
his students.”

To submit a nomination for the 2021 Jack Henshaw Award visit learn4life for details.

Deadline for nominations is Wednesday, June 30, 2021.
Send your nomination to: communityprograms@tdsb.on.ca.
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Course Highlights
Online Introduction to Mediterranean Cooking
In this introductory 4-week course, learn about the flavours and ingredients
Mediterranean cuisine has to offer. We will prepare classic dishes, appetizers and
desserts. Simple modifications can make many dishes vegetarian and/or gluten free.
Final price includes a material fee of $10.00 for cost of materials used by the instructor
during the class.

Online Drawing For People Who Can't Draw
In this online course, we will focus on looking, seeing, form, perspective, composition,
line and shading techniques, and texture. We will draw a variety of subject matter using
pencil, charcoal, conte, pen and ink and coloured pencils.

Online Introduction to Guitar
This online introductory class is for people with little or no background in playing the
guitar. The following beginner concepts are explored: basic open chords, notation,
strumming, and finger plucking. You are required to have your own acoustic guitar.
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Online Investment Planning
In this online course, learn how to take control of your money and build your personal
wealth in this introduction to personal finance and investing. Topics discussed include:
create your own personal wealth-building plan, choose the right financial advisor, pick
the best stocks, bonds, mutual funds and exchange-traded funds, RRSP’s and
retirement planning, Tax Free Savings Accounts, reduce the tax you pay and much
more.

2020-2021 Learner Testimonials
Online French Beginner
"I took French Beginner – Level I course with Connie Green. I have always had an
interest in learning French. Our courses were so much fun, and I really like to interact
with my classmates during our speaking exercises. Connie Green is one of the best
language teacher that I have ever had."
-Ramazan Onkollar (Middle photo)
“Taking Beginner’s French with Connie was an absolute delight! I wished that French
professors like her existed during my early days in University. Everything was carefully
broken down and explained well so that a beginner could understand. I’d highly
recommend her classes to anyone."
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-Ninsen Lo (Far left photo)
“The Learn4Life beginner French course offered a great opportunity to get reacquainted
with the language. Connie Green is a fantastic teacher. From the first lesson her
enthusiasm & commitment to teaching, and the language was obvious."
-Winsome Wright (Far right photo)

Online cinema studies
"Just a quick thank you again for the last night. It was a pleasure to hear so many
different views of the same two films. We all bring our own experiences to these
viewings so what one person sees as poetic another does not."
-Harry Van Bomel
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Online Building Blogs and Websites with Word Press
"Your technical expertise and explanation of how to work with Word Press was truly
awesome. Although I was one of the quiet ones, I did learn a lot and am now using the
knowledge to build my website. Thank you for all your instruction and I probably will
register for the next level in the fall."
-Gerard Almeida

Online International Cuisine
I followed yours pretty closely but added some toasted almonds and pistachios to the
couscous which added a bit of crunch."
-Kara
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